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and respond to what God calls them to be’
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Catholic Life - This year 's theme is based on the Parable of the Sower (Matthew 13)
Termly theme: Respect (thorny soil)
Termly SJW values – Compassionate and Loving
Almighty and merciful God, whose Son became a refugee and had no place to call his own; watch over all those who have to
flee their homes. Bless those who work to bring them relief; inspire generosity and compassion in all our hearts; and guide
the nations of the world towards that day when all will rejoice in your Kingdom of justice and of peace. Amen.

Year 11 Leavers’ Mass

Important Dates to Note
• Royal Air Force Museum (Year 10 - 34 Pupils)
Thursday 30 June 2022 – 8.45am to 4pm

Year 11 Leavers’ Mass took place this afternoon and it was
wonderful to see the majority of pupils attend to celebrate
their time at Saint John Wall. Thank you to Bishop David Evans
who led the Mass. Photos of the Mass and the celebrations can
be found further down this newsletter.

• Weston Super Mare Trip (Year 10 – 55 Pupils)
Wednesday 6 July 2022 – 8.15am to 5pm
• Year 6 Induction Day
Wednesday 6 July
• Year 7 and 10 Parents’ Afternoon
Friday 8 July 2022 – 1pm to 3.30pm

Year 7 & Year 10 Parents’ Afternoon

• Tipton Sports Academy - (Years 7, 8, 9 & 10)
Wednesday 15 July 2022 – 9.30am to 3pm

Year 7 and Year 10 Parents’ Afternoon will take place on Friday
8 July 2022 from 1pm to 3.30pm.

• National Justice Museum Trip (Year 9 & 10 – 100 Pupils)
Wednesday 20 July 2022 – 8.15am to 3.30pm
• Birmingham Hippodrome (Year 9 & Year 10 – 37 Pupils)
Wednesday 20 July 2022 – 12.40pm to 6pm
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We would encourage all parents to attend to talk to teachers
about your child’s progress whether it be Year 7s first year at
Saint John Wall or Year 10 pupils as they will be entering their
final year in September.
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Pupils also prayed frequently throughout the day and watched
special videos for the refugee crisis.

Catholic Life
Pupils took part in a special day of prayer, focusing on refugees
worldwide. We had a wonderful service in the Chapel and
reflected especially on the countries of refugees that have been
helped by St Chad’s Sanctuary.

Arts and Crafts
Several pupils created ‘doll houses’ reflecting a time when they
felt isolated. As discussion grew it turned to the isolation felt
during the lockdown and the rooms in which we stayed to keep
safe. Our pupils empathised with those around the world who
weren’t so lucky to have a safe place to stay during this time.
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By Mrs Ellis
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Year 11 External Examination Timetable
Exam Date

Exam
Board

Qualification

Subject

Exam
Time

Title

Exam
Duration

Week 6
27/06/2022

AQA

GCSE

Polish

Polish Paper 4

AM

1h 05m

27/06/2022

Pearson

GCSE

Persian

Paper 4: Writing in Persian Higher Tier

AM

1h 25m

28/06/2022

AQA

GCSE

Panjabi

Panjabi Paper 4

AM

1h 20m

PM

(1H 15M)

29/06/2022
30/06/2022

GCSE
Pearson

CONTINGENCY DAY

BTEC O/S

SPORT

SPORT Y10 Fitness for Sport & Exercise Y10

Year 7 Assessment Week Timetable - Week Commencing 27 June
Mon:1

Mon:2

Mon:3

Mon:4

Tue:1

Tue:2

Tue:3

Tue:4

Wed:1

Wed:2

Wed:3

Wed:4

7XS/Gg

7XS/Co

Science

7XJ/Hi
7XW/Co

7YW/Gg

Year 10 Exam Timetable - Week Commencing 27 June
Period
1

Monday 27 June

Tuesday 28 June

GCSE Polish Writing

GCSE Panjabi Writing

9:00 Start
French Reading
1 Hour
Spanish Reading
1 Hour
Break
2 and 3
10:45 Start

Break
Resistant Materials
1 hour 30 mins

Geography
1 hour 30 mins

Hosp. and Catering
Period 3 and Period 4
Lunch at 12:00
3 hours
Lunch

Break
4

13:45 Start

Hosp. and Catering
Period 3 and Period 4
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1 Hour
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Year 11 Leavers’ Mass &
Celebration
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Year 8 & 9 Reading Relay
On Thursday, Year 8 and 9 pupils took part in the third SJW Reading Relay. At the beginning of every lesson, they were
lead in discussion and reading of the opening of ‘The Crossing’ by Manjeet Mann. Mann's verse novel tells the story of
two teenagers; Natalie, who finds sanctuary in swimming after losing her mother, and Sammy, who is fleeing Eritrea
after the death of his father. This book was chosen to align with Refugee Week and provided another avenue of
discussion and reflection on the experiences of refugees. We are so proud of our pupils who engaged with the difficult
subject matter of the text to access values of compassion and love. By Miss Lake
.
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In English, we reflected on the importance of Refugee Week
through literature and creative writing. Groups read short
extracts together of texts Refugee Boy by Benjamin
Zephaniah and the Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini. Students
reflected on the situations of the characters in these extracts
before composing their own poem or short story.
By Mrs Hillier

Refugee Week in English
Poems

By Africa Beauty Garcia George 7HAY

By Erica Fosua Agyemang 7FOR
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Refugee Week in RE
During this week pupils have been engaged in a variety of
activities, including prayer and reflection in the Chapel.
Year 8 & 9 have been considering what it feels like to be a
refugee arriving in a new country. They have thought about
the values, feelings and actions of people and how they can
become less isolated and more integrated into a society.
By Mrs Harms
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Mr McIntosh said this about his Year7 RE lessons. “In lesson
this week pupils used the Refugee Week 2022 website to
identify a significant individual who became a refugee
because of their religious beliefs.”
Pupils created a ‘Fact File’ with key information about their
chosen person.
Mr McIntosh was pleased to observe that, “Pupils were
compassionate and loving in how they retold the stories of the
significant individuals who had been persecuted because of
their religion.”
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In the chapel groups reflected on the plight of refugees and
the work done in this country to accept and integrate them.
We then focused on the work of St Chads Catholic Cathedral
and how their ‘Sanctuary’ provides support for refugee. On
the cross pupils placed the names of the countries from which
people have fled, and the home countries of volunteers. This
shows us that the refugee crisis impacts the whole world.
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Pupils from 8XW and 8YW focused on empathy and heard
about the media portrayal of refugees in our country. After
some fact finding, all pupils were able to articulate accurate
responses to some of the bigger questions asked about
refugees in the UK.
By Mrs Ellis
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Year 8 – Mr McIntosh

Refugee Week in Humanities and
Languages
History Year 10 – Miss Lally

The whole class took part in some guided reading to find out
more about what the Kindertransport was and how it
impacted the lives of Jewish children and teenagers seeking
safety. Pupils’ responses to the article showed that they were
learned and wise by linking knowledge from our current
World War Two Unit in History to the information in the
article.
Geography
In History, we have been learning about the Cold War. We
have explored numerous links to what is happening in
Ukraine in the present day. Ivie Imadonmwinyi produced this
piece of work. We read a news article about the Ukrainian
refugees living in the UK and discussed how this was going.
Year 9 – Miss Guest

On Monday we started our lesson with a focus on
International Refugee Week. We read an article from 1900
about Jewish refugees moving to England to escape
persecution in other European countries. We discussed how
the article did not show compassion and love (two of our SJW
Values). This article linked to our prior learning on Jewish
refugees who moved to Whitechapel, London in the 1880s to
escape persecution in Russia. We also discussed the meanings
of any unfamiliar words to support pupils with developing
their Literacy skills.
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In Geography this week we have looked at the lives of
refugees through photographs. Pupils worked in groups to
look at various photographs depicting the lives of refugees
including what they are fleeing, their journey and refugee
camps. Pupils used the 5 Ws scaffold (who, what, where, why
and when) to help decipher what the images show us about
refugees and their struggle. Pupils also worked in groups
looking at the variety of images focusing on push and pull
factors for refugees and how these differ for economic
migrants. This linked with the topics that we were studying at
the moment, for example in Year 8 we have been learning
about what refugees are and why they are forced to flee their
homes, with a special pause lesson about the war in Ukraine
and the over 3.5 million refugees produced as a result. Pupils
were attentive and discerning in this activity towards the
plight of the refugees, taking careful curiosity in their
approach to learning about the difficult lives of these
communities and were compassionate and loving in both the
group work and class discussions.
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MFL

Year 9 – Mr Rosselon

This linked to the topic of Global Issues, which pupils are
currently studying in MFL Spanish. The tasks consisted of
watching a short clip on YouTube about a Honduran man who
was forced to leave his country with his family due to
organized crime. The video ended with the open question
"what would you have done?". Pupils then had to answer the
questions in Spanish by giving their own opinions and
justifying them.

Refugee Week in EAL

Mrs Kawecka
This week in EAL pupils were trying to understand what a
refugee is and to recognise why people become refugees. As
many of our learners share similar stories, they were able to
share their experiences and talk about the similarities and
differences between them and the stories of children that
came from Afghanistan and Syria. They were able to discuss
the current situation regarding the invasion of Ukraine as
well. All pupils were very understanding and compassionate.
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Refugee Week in Science

To contribute to refugee week, the pupils in Science explored
nature around us. They walked around the school’s
environment, reconnecting with the Earth by listening to the
birds sing and the wind blow. Taking a few minutes to pause
and be calm. Pupils were informed how reconnecting with the
Earth can help us remember our place in the natural world,
rediscovering that we are part of nature, and it is part of us.
Some pupils had the experience of feeling the coolness of the
soil as it crumbled between their fingers, before planting
some seeds and flowers around the school’s playground, to
symbolise that new beginnings are possible. By Ms A Forbes

Prayers for Refugee Week
I hope, pray and believe. Enjoy your new country. May
you be blessed and cleansed in the name of love and
peace. We are here for you.
Dear all refugees I am here for you. Keep on striving
forward to greatness.
Amen
By Shaan Hayer 8BAR
Dear Lord,
We pray for the refugees and asylum seekers, who are
currently struggling. We hope they can find stability and
comfort in this country.
Lord please help those who cannot leave their country.
Amen
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“I have learnt that there was multiple struggles and obstacles
that made refugees escape to seek help much more difficult
to go by. By Julia Moszczynska 10ESM

Refugee Week in Computing

In Computing, for Refugee week, the pupils had the chance to
play and review the online video game “Path Out”. Path out
is a game that has been produced by a games designer who
was a refugee that had fled a war-torn country. In this very
first chapter of the adventure, Abdullah recalls life before the
war, a family decision that led to his departure and the
perilous journey from his hometown Hama to the Turkish
border through the war-torn Aleppo province. Pupils had to
give initial expectations of the game and then review what
they had learnt from the experience. Presenting some of the
harsh realities of war and being a refugee in the style of a
cartoony game allowed pupils to understand about refugees
in a more accessible way. The game is free to play and can be
found here:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/725980/Path_Out/
By Mr Rathbone

Pupil comments
“I liked the game because it gave me a fun and realistic view
of what refugees have/had to go through in order to seek
safety. It has taught me a lot about what it is like and gave me
an idea at how dangerous it can be to leave a bad place.”
By Grace Irwin 8HUL
“I thought the game was good. It told me that refugees
struggle to leave countries and have no support from others.
It also showed me that not all people are kind to help as they
would trick you or leave you stranded in the middle of
nowhere. They have limited spaces in their suitcases which
means it’s hard to bring everything you need. This game
taught me a lot about refugees and how it's not easy to move
from one place to another with such short notice.”
By Ameira Peart 8MCI
I have learnt that there was multiple struggles and obstacles
that made the refugees
escapes to seek help much more
Oxhill Road
Handsworth
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Refugee Week in Performing Arts

In Drama, the Year 7 and 8s have been busy looking at the
theme of feeling ‘unwelcomed’ for Refugee Week.
The classes were given the task to create a moment where
they have felt unwelcomed in their lives, this could be during
their time in school or outside in the community.
As a class, we discussed those moments of feeling
unwelcomed or uninvited which helped them create a short
improvisation. Once Year 7 and 8 had performed their pieces
back to their peers, we had some lovely discussions about
how we could change the scene to show ways of making the
person who had felt unwelcome feel more welcomed. This
allowed pupils to become loving and compassionate and
understand the difficulties Refugees will have to feel
welcomed when they leave their home country.
“I liked this Drama lesson about refugees. It helped me
understand about the life of a refugee and that we should be
more welcoming to others.” By Michel Frimpong 8BRK
“This lesson helped me understand that you should welcome
and help new people because if you are in their position you
would want the same.” By Dylan Tura 7FOR

Music

By Miss Cummings

In Music this week we have listened to the story of Rita
Ora and her journey as a refugee from Kosovo. She says
'I felt like an outsider': Rita Ora reflects on growing up as
a refugee in the UK after fleeing Kosovo with her
family and how music helped her cope. Rita Ora has
described what it was like to grow up as a refugee in the
UK as she admitted she often felt like an 'outsider' during
her childhood.
We spoke as a class about how fame and fortune has
nothing to do with where you come from, your journey,
how much money you have etc....we can all be successful
if we want to be.
By Mrs Crooks
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Refugee Week in Maths

Maths looked at the number of persons claiming asylum in
the UK and in Germany. We had class discussions, and then
pupils wrote 5 sentences about the information they had
found.
Pupils said that they learnt information they did not know
before, and it was scary to see how many people had to move
for various reasons.
By Mr Simmons
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Birmingham Repertory Theatre

A group of boys from Year 7, Year 8 and Year 9 visited
Birmingham Repertory Theatre on Thursday to see a
production of ‘The Playboy of the West Indies’. This is part of
an ongoing project connected to the Commonwealth Games,
hosted by the National Literacy Trust. The boys were all very
well behaved and had a great time! We were even
complimented by a member of the public on their exemplary
behaviour!
This will be followed up with an in-school poetry
visit/workshop in July.
By Mrs Burrows
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Visit to Winterbourne House and Garden
with St Mary's Church Coffee Morning
Pupils have had a wonderful morning visiting Winterbourne
with our usual St Mary’s Church coffee group. We felt very
honoured to be invited and were told that it is a testament to
pupils’ excellent behaviour, positive attitude and love of new
experiences. Pupils enjoyed afternoon tea after a walk
around Edgbaston Pool where we saw adult Coot birds
feeding their young, plenty of fish which we unfortunately
could not identify, and the most gigantic leaves we believe we
have ever seen! If you ever get the opportunity to visit you
really should!
https://www.winterbourne.org.uk/
By Mrs Clayton
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Message from the Secretary of
State for Education on T Levels
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